1993
A Weekend in
Santiago de
Compostela
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R

eading this story about my trip to
Santiago de Compostela in 1993,
I readily recall the impact of
visiting the Cathedral, listening to the
organ music, and being mesmerized
watching the gold Botafumeiro swinging
back and forth belching smoke across the
wide transept. For some unknown
reason, my story at the time doesn’t
cover much more than my experiences
visiting the Cathedral complex.
Santiago, and indeed Galicia is
renowned for its seafood and local
wines. It was hot, and I recall we drank

lots of beer, out under umbrellas or in
the shade of grapevines in outdoor
restaurants. I know we enjoyed and
imbibed, but descriptions of local cuisine
and delicious wines during the visit are
not apparent in the story that follows;
barely a paragraph.
What was I thinking?
I’ll remedy this when I write about our
visit back to Santiago de Compostela, at
the end of our Camino in the late spring
of 2012.
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Field of Stars
Spain, August 1993
I stop short of buying a pilgrim’s
wooden staff with gourd and
seashell attached, but I soon find
myself amazed and wound-up in
religion, history, folklore, culture
and architecture in this vibrant
centre of pilgrimage and tourism,
Santiago de Compostela, located
in the region of Galicia in the
north-west of Spain.
I can’t remember spending two
more-engrossing days in years.
After my short flight from
London, I sit in the back seat of a
taxi, blithely taking in a scene of
tired pilgrims traipsing along the
side of the road with scallop
shells dangling from rucksacks
on their backs and carrying
wooden staffs. After laboring for
up to one hundred kilometres
along the Camino, the pilgrims
are nearing their destination, the
Cathedral of Santiago that
dominates the main square of the
town.
Cover of the original 1993 story

Here I am, speeding to the same place, but I am meeting friends at the Parador, right next
door to the Cathedral instead.
Prior to coming to Galicia, I didn’t know what to expect. I knew there was a Festival of
Compostela during this year; it was a Jubilee Year and my hotel was in a converted
monastery on the main square. I expected the usual traffic and noise of any big city. I
knew that the north of Spain was green and they had a reputation for a fine variety of
seafood.
I soon learn that the wooden staff with the water-carrying gourd and seashell tied to it
represents the popular image of Santiago the Pilgrim, but other than that I’m not prepared
for the grandeur and quiet as we leave behind the brand new airport and relatively recent
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suburban sprawl with heavy vehicular traffic, and enter the magnificent main square
Plaza del Obradoiro of Santiago de Compostela. Quiet!
The taxi disappears and I’m in another time. The façade of the Cathedral stretches for
150 metres across the square. The very elegant 18th-century Town Hall Pazo de Raxoi
stretching right across the other side. My hotel, the 15th century Parador Hostal dos Reis
Católicos was built as a hospital for the pilgrims by the Catholic Kings of Spain, is
located on a third side of the square.
My room is above one of the many cloisters with only a fountain to disturb the peace.
Eddy and Isma, and Edmundo and Fred, who thought they’d lucked-out in rooms with
French doors facing over the square, are kept awake into the wee hours with a street
musician giving his rendition of Ravel’s “Bolero” on a squeaky violin sixteen hundred
times over. I’m up first, well rested and refreshed for the churros (a donut-like mixture
pushed through a cake-icing bag into sticks and deep fried) and coffee for breakfast.
The Cathedral itself, and what it represents, is so extraordinary that it demands very
careful attention for the first 24 hours. My New Testament knowledge is lacking. Other
than Peter going to Rome, I never knew (or I don’t recall) that any of the apostles ever
left Judea.
According to legend, the apostle Saint James the Greater brought
Christianity to the Celts in the Iberian Peninsula. In 44 AD he was
beheaded in Jerusalem. His remains were later brought back to
Galicia, Spain, and are now venerated in the Cathedral.
Folklore has it that the devotion started when locals were directed to the grave of St
James by a star (Compostela – Field of Stars) Soon afterwards, his image was seen on
horseback repelling the Moors who occupied Spain at the time. Pilgrims came from far
and wide. In the 11th century, a monk wrote the world’s first tourist guide describing for
pilgrims what to do along the Way. (Fred, our guide today, could well assume the monk’s
mantle.) These Pilgrims were the first passengers ever to travel by sea, an experience
previously the domain only of crew and soldiery. Even Chaucer mentioned Santiago in
his Canterbury Tales.
The Cathedral of Santiago dates back to the 11th century. After walking in the traffic-free
square admiring the imposing façade and visiting the crypt and museums, I realise
painfully that my knowledge of architectural forms is as lacking as my New Testament.
An appreciation course is on top of my activities in retirement. Fortunately Edmundo
was ever ready to explain. The sumptuously ornate façade is Plateresco, baroque style
taken to the extreme, whereas the Sanctuary and canopy over the altar is Churruqueresco,
which is an even further extreme of the baroque. The barrel-vaulted nave itself is simple
12th century Romanesque with beautiful high arches in stone.
It’s the sheer size that is so overwhelming. Two medieval towers 76 m high flank the
main western façade. The proximity to the sea and the weather has left the exterior stone
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pitted and covered with blotches of yellow moss. In the still of the twilight (with the
pilgrims tucked-up in their rucksacks some place else), the moss serves to add a living
dimension to the towers, stepped and silhouetted high into the darkening sky.
Its 12th century Portico de la Gloria (Doorway of Glory), through which all pilgrims
flock, is the work of the famous master Mateo and consists of some wonderful sculptures
of the saints.
The middle pier represents Saint James, his face conveying an ecstatic
serenity. The text scroll in his hand shows the words ‘Misit me
Dominus’ (the Lord sent me). Below him is the Tree of Jesse (the
lineage leading to Christ), while above is a representation of the
Trinity.
It is customary for the pilgrims to touch the left foot of this statue, signifying that they
have reached their destination. So many pilgrims have laid their hands on the pillar to rest
their weary bones, that a groove has been worn in the stone.
The sanctuary nearly defies description. Twisted gold baroque pillars and larger than life
gold-winged, flesh-coloured angels hold the canopy aloft above the altar. St James, on
his horse in his image as Conqueror of the Moors, is on the top. Two huge chandeliers
and an oversize thurible (two times a man’s height) further adorn the grand setting. At
the special Pilgrim Masses, it takes eight people to swing the lowered 80 kilogram gold
thurible (Botafumeiro) back and forth along the full six bays of the transept. It belches
smoke and fumes while the organ thunders madly like in Phantom of the Opera, adding
goose bumps to your goose bumps. As it finally comes to a stop many minutes later, I
join in the standing ovation. I have no choice; most of the Cathedral is standing room
only for these special Masses. On a summer’s day, packed in like sardines, I start to
believe in the folklore telling of the swinging incensory and lack of seats having roots in
the time when pilgrims slept in the cathedral and did not have ready bathing facilities!
Imagine!
On Sunday morning, we go back to the Cathedral early enough to get a seat. The normal
High Mass is less dramatic. Fifteen priests, all in green vestments including the visiting
Bishop of Nigeria, co-celebrate. There’s no swinging incensory and no choir. But
there’s beautiful organ music with a cantor, a tenor with a beautiful voice leading the
singing.
The Cathedral Museum is very interesting and captures my attention. We start with a
tour of the crypt, which is still preserved in its pristine original Romanesque style; not
eroded by the elements. The main cathedral was rebuilt on top of this in the 11th century
after the Moors destroyed the original building. The façade by Casa Novoa, which I like
so much, is only 250 years old. In another wing of the museum, reds, yellows, pinks and
greens in the Goya tapestries (a far cry from the usual dull appearance) dazzle me.
Illuminated manuscripts, large enough for a whole choir to read from their stalls, are so
remarkable.
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I am attracted to two very unusual religious images – a wood statue in red and gold of St
Anne, Mary and child together (have you ever imagined a grandmother in a holy statue?);
and a huge wood carving of the Trinity above an altar, predominantly in blue, gold and
white depicting God the Father and Holy Ghost looking down on his Son. I hope my
sneaked photos; taken while the guard isn’t looking, turn out.
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Unlike the pilgrims, my feeing of wellbeing and involvement has to be tempered by some
creature comforts and modern-day entertainment. We go to the new Auditorio de Galicia
to see a performance by the Ballet of the State Opera of Munich (visiting for the
Festival). The Bizet Symphony in D was very Balanchine in white and tutus. I find the
choreography and dance for the two modern ballets to be excellent, but the music for
Beethoven’s Gran Fuga and Stravinsky’s Wedding Dance is atonal and grating. On
reflection though, the exaggerated movements and wonderful displays of athleticism and
rhythm probably wouldn’t be possible with anything else.
At lunchtime, out in the street,
my appetite for sweeter
melody is sated.
The
orchestral strains of Bizet’s
L’Arlésienne Suite come
wafting along the vaulted
covered walkways and down
the lanes, and I soon discover
a full orchestra entertaining
right in the middle of the
thoroughfare. I’m aware that
the gathered crowd comprises mainly locals, but the orchestra soon breaks into an
excellent rendition of “New York, New York” with trumpets and tubas ricocheting back
and forth off the old buildings. Wonderful!
Walking through the main square, I also follow a group of students in colourful yellow
and black flowing capes (depicting their college in the university) playing high-spirited
and more local music. This is much to the enjoyment and wiggling of shoulders and
bottoms of the vivacious young audience. These musicians are referred to as “tunas”. In
the evening it’s impossible to pass them by in the street as they entertain, on and on.
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On my first night I was met by bagpipers and thought the Scots had come on pilgrimage;
but I learn there is a heavy Celtic influence in the north of Spain and the bagpipers might
even have their origins here.
Of course we partake of the Galician seafood specialties;
and with one new delicacy. Did I ever expect to be
looking at barnacles served up on a plate in front of me?
Barnacles! I try to break them apart and squeeze a sweet
meat from a little bulb at the end, but it’s too much
trouble for me I’m afraid. I lower my long-time
resistance to pimentos. They look so good, freshly grilled
and salted on a large plate, I need to tuck in and enjoy
them with some fresh bread. A Marques de Vizhoja, a dry Galician white, quells the first
of the stray pimentos demonstrating chili qualities in my mouth.

Fred and Eddy standing; Isma, Edmundo and Michael seated in the Praza do Obradoiro, the main square
of world heritage city Santiago de Compostela, next to the Cathedral.
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Popular devotions are usually tied to some earthly benefit. St Anthony finds things, St
Christopher helps the traveller, but after this amazing long-weekend of discovery, I’m sad
to say I still don’t fully understand the basis for such devotion to St James, Santiago.
In a lighter vein, however, on my last night in Santiago, I sit in an outdoor café with a cup
of wickedly thick hot chocolate, and spoon to scoop it up, watching the “paseo” of people
enjoying a Sunday night stroll through the Old Town. This is perhaps a 20th century
substitution for the pilgrim’s water-carrying gourd and scallop shell, but I resolve to learn
more about the history and the devotion.
Come back with me!

Throngs of tourists jam the narrow alleyways lined with shops
P.S.
Christmas Time 1993
I send you my best wishes for Christmas and the New Year. This year I will spend Christmas
Day with the family in Brisbane and will then return to Europe for a couple more months.
I will be leaving Amex in this my twenty-fifth year with many happy memories and good friends
all over the world. I plan to pack-up my London apartment by Easter and ship everything to
Australia, before devoting some personal time to selling my New York apartment; despite
what’s proving to be a very soft market.
Then, back to Sydney!

Reprinted by Michael Musgrave in March 2012
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